
EVERYDAY 
ETIQUETTE IN 
MICROSOFT TEAMS

The Definitive “How to“ Guide

Ensuring you and your colleagues have a better Teams  
experience by keeping things clean, organized, and  
productive



Microsoft Teams is a chat-based 
workspace app that’s meant to 
facilitate ongoing collaboration and 
communication occurring among 
any team, project, organization, 
or group of people. Teams 
provides single-point access to 
conversations, planner, files, notes, 
and tasks.

EVERYDAY ETIQUETTE 
IN MICROSOFT TEAMS

It combines the features of Skype 
for Business (status, chat, audio & 
video conferencing), SharePoint 
and OneDrive (file sharing and 
collaboration), OneNote (note-
taking), Planner (everyday project 
management), Stream (video sharing), 
plus in-app tabs that make other tools 
like GSuite, MailChimp, Salesforce, 
and more available right next to your 
work. Access to all of this - and more 
- is available directly in the app. No 
jumping between windows, logins, 
or screens to access all your team’s 
content.

For many users, Teams is a breath of 
fresh air compared to working with 
colleagues via separate tools like email, 
file shares, and phones. As with any 
new tool, the best practices on how to 
use it are still developing. But it’s safe 
to say the community of Teams users 
has quickly learned the rules that help 
everyone make the most of Teams.

This definitive “How to” guide 
covers some everyday etiquette for 
using Microsoft Teams. Following 
these  guidelines should ensure 
you and your colleagues have a 
better Teams experience by keeping 
things streamlined, organized, and 
productive (yet still fun and enjoyable).
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CHAPTER 1

Below are some initial tips that will help you enhance your overall Teams experience.

 › Download the Teams app to your computer and phone.
You’ll be able to leverage better features, built-in notifications and offline support as well.

 › Configure your notifications.
The desktop and mobile versions of Teams have lots of toggles. If you’re over- or underwhelmed by the notifications you’re 
getting, make sure you get them right. Check Settings in the desktop app or Notifications on your mobile device. This 
video can help.

 › Only create new Teams when you must.
Perform a search to make sure a Team that meets your needs doesn’t already exist. And if one doesn’t, be sure you talk to 
the group to make sure they all agree a new Team is the right approach. Frequently a new Channel will suffice.

 › A new Team comes with a lot of stuff. You don’t have to use everything that comes with it.
In addition to conversations, you get a SharePoint site, a Group planner, a PowerBI workspace, and sometimes more.

 › Keep Teams as your internal collaboration tool; use email for more formal, external communication.
Contrary to your initial reaction, it’s easy to juggle the two.

GENERAL
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 ›    If you need to jump between accounts or you’re a guest in another organization’s Teams  
  system, use Google Chrome profiles to separate everything.
Profiles keep things much simpler.

 › Send links to documents rather than attachments.
One of the advantages of Office 365 is the ability to co-edit documents — take advantage of it. Stick to a single source of 
truth. Thirty draft copies of a file flying around your inbox is so last decade.

PRO TIP:
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CHAPTER 2

Persistent chat is the name of the game with Teams. While it might seem like you’re using iMessage, 
WhatsApp, or Android Messenger, you’re definitely not. These are some ways to keep things organized, 
easy-to-follow, and streamlined.

 › @mention individuals to get their attention and a response.
@mentioning is equivalent to placing someone in the To or CC field of an email. Use @ accordingly; don’t overuse it.

 › Press backspace/delete after inserting an @mention to remove surnames or unimportant information.
Sometimes Teams includes job titles, locations, or “Guest” in user names, wasting valuable space. And sometimes you just 
want to be informal with your colleagues.

 › Urgency in conversations is comparable to urgency of an email.
Don’t expect an immediate response even if you @mention someone in a conversation. Expect the response time to be  
similar to if you had sent an email. Use private chat for urgent messages.

 › The like button isn’t for sentiment.
Use the thumbs-up button as an equivalent for “got it,” “sounds good,” and “okay.” This saves the unnecessary and 
annoying “I acknowledge”-responses.

CONVERSATIONS
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 › Use subject lines when starting new conversations.
You wouldn’t send an email without a subject, would you? Subject lines make conversations easier to find.

 › Match your meme and gif usage to your organizational culture. Don’t go overboard.
They take up space, not everyone likes them, and you may not be as funny as you think you are! Keep a specific channel for 
fun stuff where memes and gifs are fair game.

 › Don’t @mention a Team or Channel unless you really need to.
Nobody likes more notifications than they need.

   Don’t mix up Start a conversation with Reply to a conversation.
   These are different boxes and it’s difficult to recover if you start a new conversation when you meant to  
   reply to one.

IMPORTANT:
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 › Don’t invite external guests unless everyone knows they’re there.
Guests have access to almost everything in that Team. Be sure everyone’s okay with that and acts accordingly once it’s 
opened up. You may need IT approval to share externally.

 › Try to keep messages short and concise.

No one likes a long email and even fewer like long chat messages. Keep things on point and try to avoid telling your life story.

 › Forward emails to Teams for internal discussion before responding via email.
Each Channel has an email address. Forward any external emails that require discussion to a Channel and ask for the input 
there. Only respond via email once everyone is in agreement in Teams.

 › If you are an owner of a Team, you have etiquette rules as well.
Stay up to date on adding and removing members from the Team. Add a unique photo or graphic for the Team profile. 
Consider what settings (private or public) and tabs you would like to add for Team members.
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CHAPTER 3

Channels in Teams are like folders in SharePoint or a shared drive. It’s a way to arbitrarily separate topics 
that your Team will be dealing with. For example, a Team planning a product launch event may have the 
following Channels: General (default), Catering, Events, Marketing, Public Relations, and Venue. Incidentally, 
each channel gets its own folder for files, further keeping the Channel topics separate and organized.

 › Only create Channels when you know you really need them.
It’s common to end up with too many Channels, which leads to confusion on where to post. So avoid that from the start by 
not creating a Channel unless you really need it. Also, don’t rename a Channel unless you inform your Team ahead of time. 

 › You probably don’t need as many Channels as you think you do.
Keep it fairly simple to start and allow it to evolve organically.

 › Keep one Channel for fun stuff, memes, and gifs.
This helps keep work separated from the lighthearted stuff.

 › Keep one Channel for asking meta-level questions.
Teams is still new, so there are a lot of tips, tricks, and questions that pop up. Use this space for discussing how you’re working.

 › Keep the General Channel for announcements and topics not fit for other Channels.
You need to have a miscellaneous space. The General Channel is a convenient place for that.

CHANNELS
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CHAPTER 4

Teams is an excellent place to work on files alone or simultaneously with coworkers. Your files live in 
a SharePoint site that was created with your team. Even though it looks like Teams, you’re really using 
SharePoint.

 › Keep files under 15 GB in size.

That’s the limit!

 › Limit to three levels of folders deep.
Not only is this best practice, but there is a character limit to the folder path length.

 › Sync files for offline access.
Install OneDrive for offline access built directly into Windows Explorer, MacOS Finder, and the OneDrive mobile app. Work 
on the plane without needing WiFi!

 › You can always view your files directly in SharePoint if you prefer.
When you’re in the Files tab, click Open in SharePoint to access the files with all the complex goodness SharePoint offers.

 › Yes, files and folders can have their own permissions.
You can share files and folders with other people from SharePoint. But be careful, file-level permissions can quickly get 
difficult to manage.

FILES
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CHAPTER 5

Teams and Channels are great for team-level discussions, but sometimes you just need to get a technical 
question answered by an expert or give your lunch order to the intern. That’s where private chat comes in. 
Private chat is similar to any other instant messenger app like Skype or WhatsApp.

 › Use chat for high-priority questions or just to ping friends.
Teams private chat is equivalent to any other instant message service. Use it that way.

 › Urgency in private chat is comparable to urgency in Skype for Business.
If you message someone, you’re implying higher urgency than if you @mention them in a conversation.

 › Keep member count low.
If you have a lot of people in a private chat, it probably justifies a Team.

 › Keep conversations ad hoc.
If the discussion starts getting into business decisions, bring it back to a Channel. Work shouldn’t be completed in private 
chat.

PRIVATE CHAT
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 › Membership matters.
If you already have a chat going with three people and you create a new chat 
with those same three people, there will be two different chats with the same 
individuals in the two conversations. This can get confusing, so try to avoid it 
unless necessary.

 › Newly added chat participants will see prior discussions in that 
chat.
If you add someone to a chat that’s been going on for a while, that new person 
will see all past conversations. Before adding anyone, make sure it’s okay that 
they see what was discussed previously.

 › Pay attention to your colleague’s availability status. They could be 
available, away, busy, or out of the office (typically displayed as a 
green, yellow, red, and purple, respectively).
If you see that they are out of the office, your commentary about yesterday’s 
meeting can probably wait until they get back from PTO. A red status can 
mean busy, in a meeting, or do not disturb. Message accordingly.

 › Do not assume you have privacy.
Chats can be audited by the IT administrators. To be fair, from a personal 
privacy perspective, this is no different from using Outlook or Skype.
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CHAPTER 6

Why do all your work yourself? Teams is the place to interact with chatbots, which can help you get stuff 
done without having to put too much mental energy toward those tasks. While bots are still in their 
infancy, there are a lot to choose from in the Teams App Store. Below are a few recommendations to 
check out for yourself.

 › AtBot: Build your own no-code bots using Microsoft Flow and LUIS. Upgrade to an Enterprise plan to make use 
of QnA Maker and LUIS Intent Vectors.

 › AVA: Find and restore deleted or missing files, documents or emails from your Exchange, Outlook, and 
OneDrive recycle bin.

 › Adobe Sign: Send documents for review and signature, then automatically file them away using Adobe’s best 
bot yet.

 › Hipmunk: Get the best flight, hotel, and car rental options right in Teams.

 › Polly: Write and share polls and surveys quickly and easily within your Team.

 › Who Bot: Find out anything you’d like to know about anyone in your organization.

BOTS
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CHAPTER 7

Teams isn’t just some chat app. It’s also your new home for audio and video conferencing. In fact, Teams 
will soon replace the cloud version of Skype for Business. So, Teams is a full-fledged telephony solution. 
Many of us are already fluent in how to deal with online phone calls and conferences. Here are some of 
the ways you can ensure a positive experience when using Teams.

 › When scheduling your meeting, if you’re inviting an entire Team, use the Select a channel to meet in 
option.
If you only want certain individuals, don’t use this option. It selects the entire Team no matter what.

MEETINGS & CALLS
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 › Use video when circumstances and internet connection support it.

Video facilitates a much more effective meeting than audio.

 › Get the most out of your Teams audio and video experience with 3 experts tipps:

 › 1 - Get a Good Set of Headphones: Before you start calling in Teams, connect a set of headphones to 
ensure high-speaker quality and to block out the ambient noise around you.

 › 2 - Make a Test Call to ensure your devices are working properly and are connected with your systems. 

This is how you do it: Open your Teams desktop client >>> Click your name, which appears in the upper 
right-hand corner. 

>>> Choose settings, which is represented by a gear icon.

>>> A pop-up should appear in the Settings menu.

>>> Toward the bottom of the menu you will find Devices. Click that and you are almost ready to 
perform your test call.

>>> Click Make a test call. Teams will now test the performance of your headphones, returning nicely-
formatted results in four areas. It checks the status of the following components and identifies them by 
name so you can make any necessary adjustments: Microphone, Speaker, Camera, and Network.
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 › 3 - Turn on your video – but beware of the background traps: We all have been here before – 
jumping on a meeting, turning on video and not really thinking about what is showing behind you.

To avoid such exposure Teams comes with some more features that helps you to feel more comfortable 
during meetings and keeping your environment personal and secure.

>>> Start by joining a Teams meeting from your desktop or mobile application and go to the bottom of 
your screen where you will find the three dots that opens up additional settings. 

>>> Select More actions > Show background effects. There, you can either chose Blur to blur your 
background, or choose from the available images to replace it. 

>>> Once you have decided for a layout you will be able to preview your settings in the preview window. 

>>> If you like what you see just hit Apply. That’s it.

Microsoft furthermore made available to also add customized images to the library. With this setting 
you can then also add company backgrounds or images of your choice to make every meeting not just 
a fun one – but also a secure one not disclosing any personal information.
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 › Now, that you managed to check your audio and video settings let the fun begin. But remember some basic 
courtesy:

 › Stay on mute when you’re not talking.

Nobody wants to hear you cough or listen to your dog whimper about needing to go out.

 › Don’t interrupt if someone else is speaking. 
If you like to add something to the discussion or you have a question don’t just pop it out. Simply raise your hand by hitting 
the button in a meeting. This will automatically be displayed in the chat and the speaker can directly react without being 
interrupted. 
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 › When sharing webpages, zoom in.
This helps your attendees see what you’re showing, which is usually smaller on their end. Ctrl/Cmd + = will zoom for most 
browsers.

 › Use chat to help share resources and information during meetings without creating a distraction.
It’s helpful to share web addresses, contact names, spellings, and other information while someone else is talking. These 
chats are part of the Channel, so everyone can refer to them after the meeting, all without disrupting the call.
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RESOURCES

 › Try the Microsoft Teams demo to get an idea of how Teams works.

 › Try Microsoft Teams for free before deciding to subscribe to Office 
365.

 › Download the Microsoft Teams desktop and mobile apps for free.

 › Keep up with updates and feature rollouts with the Microsoft Teams 
Roadmap.

 › Ask questions and help others by joining the Microsoft Teams 
TechCommunity. 

 › Suggest and support feature requests through the Microsoft Teams 
UserVoice. 

 › Familiarize yourself with this wide range of Microsoft Teams  
resources.
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https://products.office.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/free
https://teams.microsoft.com/downloads
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https://microsoftteams.uservoice.com/forums/555103-public
https://blog.getbizzy.io/your-guide-to-top-notch-resources-for-everyday-uses-of-microsoft-teams-eab2cf90bd62
https://blog.getbizzy.io/your-guide-to-top-notch-resources-for-everyday-uses-of-microsoft-teams-eab2cf90bd62


WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? 
Experience the Power of Microsoft Teams!
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